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THE GROWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHINA AND AFRICA

In the words of Quartz Africa, “the story of China’s engagement with Africa in the 21st century lies at the nexus of 
ambition, pragmatism, and most importantly, convenience.” In its pursuit to fuel domestic demand and become a 
leading global power, China has become the biggest foreign presence in Africa, leading in infrastructure 
development, trade, and rapidly growing foreign direct investment. In response, African countries have eagerly 
sided with China on the world stage, particularly within institutions like the United Nations, the United Nations 
Security Council, the World Health Organization, and the World Trade Organization.

Coming to Africa
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Wolf Warrior 2 is the most popular Chinese movie ever made. It’s about a Chinese 
soldier…who comes to Africa’s rescue. This is how China wants to be seen…China 
sees potential in Africa. It’s flush with natural resources and as African economies 
develop, they could become major markets for Chinese exports. China’s strategy to get 
all that comes down to one phrase ruǎn shí lì – Chinese soft power…Soft power is 
about getting what you want without soldiers and sanctions. You convince countries to 
want the same things…That’s being tested in Africa. So the question is: Can China 
convince Kenya [and other African countries] to like it?”   

Nikhil Sonnad Quartz reporter, Because China Season 1: Episode 7 – Can China convince Africa to like it?

软实⼒ - ruǎn shí lì - Chinese soft power
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As China experienced rapid economic growth in the 1980s, the government encouraged companies to seek 
overseas opportunities for resources and investment. Africa became an obvious choice due to its low barriers to 
entry and abundance of natural resources. Concurrently, African leaders sought funding for infrastructure projects. 
In 2013, China announced the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a transcontinental development project to connect 
Africa, Europe, and Asia and boost trade and connectivity. BRI helped encapsulate the growing projects in Africa. As 
a result, China has signed projects with at least 40 of Africa’s 54 countries. In 2018, Deloitte listed China as the 
“most visible single-country funder and builder of infrastructure projects” in Africa.

Africa’s role in the Belt and Road Initiative
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Types of Infrastructure and capital projects funded by China in Africa

Transport Energy and power Real estate Shipping and ports Mining Water Social development Oil and gas

https://www2.deloitte.com/za/en/pages/energy-and-resources/articles/africa-construction-trends-report.html
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In 2019, Beijing pumped $95 billion infrastructure dollars into Africa, with more than 50% going to ports, shipping, and 
logistics projects. Southern and east Africa play an important role accounting for nearly half of all projects. Djibouti, in 
particular, has taken advantage of its strategic location, inviting China to help build Africa’s largest free trade zone. 
Beijing also established its first overseas military base in the small nation, drawing concerns from the West about 
encroachment and military ambitions. The unprecedented move has also sparked several legal battles across the world.

Where are projects going in Africa?
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https://qz.com/africa/1323666/china-and-djibouti-have-launched-africas-biggest-free-trade-zone/
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Chinese investment in Africa is concentrated in sectors vulnerable to environmental damage such as mining, 
energy, forestry, and fishing. The list of alleged abuses includes overfishing, oil spills, noise and air pollution, and 
illegal harvesting of wood. While the Chinese government has become more receptive to environmental concerns, 
implementation is slow. Concurrently, Africa’s ability to protect its environment varies across its 54 countries.

Development or environmental exploitation?
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The amount of 

Mozambique’s forest lost to 
over logging, most of which 
is illegal. China is the largest 

importer of Mozambique 
hardwood timber.
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The major Chinese oil 
companies involved in 
investing $15 billion in 

development and production 
in Africa’s upstream oil 

sector. 

$14 billion
The cost  to build Africa’s 

largest hydropower plant in 
the Democratic Republic of 

Congo. Construction has not 
started. 
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China owns 20% of Africa’s debt. From 2000 
to 2018, China extended more than $152 
billion in loans to 49 African countries. The 
debt is a mix of cash loans, infrastructure 
construction agreements, and resource-
backed loans. Many of the agreements 
across the continent are on commercial 
terms rather than government-to-
government, meaning the discussions 
around Chinese debt often fall into both the 
traditional bilateral loans and private creditor 
loans. There’s growing concern about the 
prevalence of resource backed loans 
because of their complex terms of 
agreement.

Debt, debt, and more debt 
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External debt* to China as a percentage of GDP (2017)

Most countries GDP/China 
debt ratio ranges falls 
either at or under 25%. 
Outliers are Djibouti, 
Republic of Congo, and 
Niger.
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The growth in trade between China and Africa has 
resulted in growing movement of people between 
the two regions. Africa offers lax visa requirements 
for Chinese nationals. As a result, there are an 
estimated one to two million Chinese living in Africa 
– contract workers, diplomats, entrepreneurs, 
multinational executives, tourists, and informal 
traders. In China, Africans are concentrated in 
Guangzhou, the country’s richest province and 
manufacturing hub. These Africans come to buy 
cheap manufactured goods and resell them to Africa 
for profit. Education is also a driver. There are now 
more English-speaking Africans studying in China 
than in the United States and United Kingdom 
combined. However, China’s attempt to create a 
pathway to permanent residency for Africans has 
been met with pushback.

Migration patterns 
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Chinese contractors in Africa over the past decade

The official estimate of Africans in 
Guangzhou is 14,000, but 
researchers believe there are 
several thousand more living 
there without documentation. 

https://qz.com/africa/1865111/chinese-migrant-workers-in-africa-and-myths-of-self-segregation/
https://qz.com/africa/1017926/china-has-overtaken-the-us-and-uk-as-the-top-destination-for-anglophone-african-students/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/05/world/china-not-immigrant-country-draft-law-sparks-online-racism/
http://gd.people.com.cn/n2/2020/0412/c123932-33942992.html
https://ubir.buffalo.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10477/77991/Huang_buffalo_0656A_15707.pdf%3Fsequence=3
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Part of China’s strategy to woo Africa and push its soft power is through the strategic dissemination of Chinese 
language and culture through Confucius Institutes. These government-funded entities are modeled after Western 
cultural institutes such as Germany’s Goethe Institute and France’s Institut Français. However they differ in that the 
teachers and funding come directly from China. This structure has become controversial in the West due to 
suspicions about spying, but African universities have been less reluctant. Confucius Institutes provide financial 
resources and build new facilities for often underfunded campuses.

Cultural engagement 
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China has the second highest number of cultural institutes in Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Ftime_continue=9&v=VEgS6JEu-wM&feature=emb_title
https://qz.com/africa/1351749/chinas-confucius-institutes-in-africa-spread-mandarin-culture/
https://qz.com/africa/1113559/confucius-institutes-in-africa-are-nurturing-mandarin-speakers-with-pro-china-views/
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More and more Africans are learning Chinese to take advantage of China’s economic presence in Africa and its 
ascension as a global power. “China’s economic success is its most potent public diplomacy tool in Africa so 
Mandarin is seen as a fast track to success,” writes Claire Van De Heever for Quartz Africa. In another display of 
soft power, Beijing has consistently promised support for African education on the continent and in China at the 
Forum on China-Africa Cooperation Summit. China is now the top destination for higher education for English 
speaking Africans. 35,000 scholarships were awarded to African students in 2018 – more than any Western country. 
Students must achieve an intermediate level of proficiency in Mandarin to qualify.

Seeking success in China
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https://qz.com/africa/1113559/confucius-institutes-in-africa-are-nurturing-mandarin-speakers-with-pro-china-views/
https://qz.com/africa/1017926/china-has-overtaken-the-us-and-uk-as-the-top-destination-for-anglophone-african-students/
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African countries are relaxing visa rules to attract Chinese travelers who are the world’s top spenders for tourism. A 
ForwardKeys report states that Tunisia and Morocco have experienced 240% and 378% year-over-year growth in 
Chinese arrivals respectively, since easing restrictions. In a 2018 survey, global travel platform, Travelzoo, found
that Africa was the number one destination for Chinese tourists seeking an adventurous vacation – beating Japan 
and Australia.

Boom in travel to Africa 
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https://qz.com/africa/1680094/why-chinese-are-traveling-to-africa-and-why-africans-are-traveling-to-china/
https://forwardkeys.com/wttc-africa-2018-pr/
http://ir.travelzoo.com/static-files/ae74194d-d058-46e6-a505-006701ca88cb
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Chinese mobile companies, Huawei and Transsion, have enjoyed a growing presence in Africa. The latter became
Africa’s top smartphone brand in 2018. Chinese venture capital firms are now joining them. In 2019, Chinese VCs 
invested an unprecedented $240 million in just four startups: Palm Pay - $40 million, OPay (owned by Opera) - $120 
million, Lori Systems - $20 million, Gona - an undisclosed amount. Foreign direct investment also grew by 25%
between 2010 - 2014. On a micro level, a Mckinsey report estimates there to be 10,000 private Chinese owned firms 
operating in Africa. The coastal city of Shenzhen, China is a dominant player in Ethiopia’s growing startup scene.

Growing interest in tech and entrepreneurship
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Chinese VC firms that recently invested in African startups

https://qz.com/africa/1374404/chinas-transsion-dominates-africas-phone-market-with-tecno-itel/
https://digestafrica.com/overview-2019-venture-funding
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/middle-east-and-africa/the-closest-look-yet-at-chinese-economic-engagement-in-africa
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/middle-east-and-africa/the-closest-look-yet-at-chinese-economic-engagement-in-africa
https://qz.com/1644536/how-shenzhen-is-fueling-ethiopias-burgeoning-startup-scene-2/
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China has adeptly used the coronavirus pandemic as an opportunity to showcase its soft power as a public health 
crisis leader. Most notably, famed billionaire and China's coronavirus ambassador, Jack Ma donated over one 
million test kits and six million face masks to Africa. Despite deep economic ties with Africa, China’s aid has been 
met with ambivalence. Nigeria’s doctors’ association protested its government’s decision to invite a Chinese medical 
team, whereas Algeria readily welcomed a team. Beijing’s “coronavirus diplomacy” is an intentional strategy to 
rewrite the narrative and replace the United States as a humanitarian power. 

China’s coronavirus diplomacy
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Jan
2020

China informs the World Health Organization (WHO) of the virus. 
Two weeks later, Wuhan and 15 other cities are shut down. 
Other nations follow suit, limiting movement within borders. 

Feb
2020

WHO-China joint mission is formed to collaborate with other 
countries about epidemic prevention and control information. China 
says it will provide Africa with medical supplies and test kits.

Mar
2020

China begins sending health teams to Africa, beginning with 
Algeria and Zimbabwe. Jack Ma commits to sending 1 million 
test kits and 6 million face masks to Africa. Chinese 
companies in South Africa donate R3 million, including R1 
million from Huawei. 

April
2020

The Jack Ma Foundation hosts a webinar in collaboration with 
Africa’s Center for Disease Control “Global MedXchange for 
Combatting COVID-19: The Experience of China. The 
foundation sends another bundle of donations to Ethiopia 
including 4.6 million masks, 500,000 test kits, 300 ventilators, 
200,000 sets of protective clothing, 200,000 face shields, 2,000 
temperature guns, 100 body temperature scanners, and 500,000 
pairs of gloves. 

Jun
2020

China commits to sending 30 million test kits a month to Africa, 
in addition to 10,000 ventilators, and 80 million masks. 

https://twitter.com/JackMa/status/1239581509125726210
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-04/06/c_138951662.htm
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While the official relationship between China and Africa appears to be a fraternal one, ground level experiences tell a 
different story. Social media feeds are filled with countless stories of Africans experiencing racial discrimination in China. The 
recent videos of Guangzhou’s mistreatment of Africans during the pandemic has spread across the internet. The outrage and 
China’s refusal to acknowledge it was enough to move Nigeria to become the first African government to censure China for 
the “maltreatment & institutional racial discrimination against Nigerians living in China.”

Navigating xenophobia and racism
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We do not understand enough about the outside world. 
The challenges facing the Chinese stem from lack of 
respect for local employees. This is compounded by a 
lack of understanding of the local media, interaction 
with civil society and environmental care.”
Huang Hongxiang, founder China House in an interview with 

South China Morning Post.

Huang Hongxiang is the founder 
of China House, Africa’s first 

NGO dedicated to Sino-Africa 
relations and helping Chinese 
migrants integrate with African 

societies.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=0zji8pkCE3Y
https://chinaafricaproject.com/analysis/nigerias-unprecedented-censure-of-china/
https://www.globalchinahouse.org/
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As African economies grapple with an economic downturn due to the coronavirus, China’s bilateral lending with African 
countries is coming under close scrutiny. The majority of Chinese loans are not foreign aid. They come with commercial rates 
and experts suggest that China will be reluctant to offer debt relief. “How China deals with these loans is something that I 
think all of us want to keep an eye on in the future,” explains Yunnan Chen, a researcher at the Overseas Development 
Institute who specializes in China-Africa relations.

After coronavirus
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https://qz.com/africa/1863353/how-is-covid-19-changing-china-africa-economic-relations/
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Want to know more? Read Quartz coverage of China’s relationship with Africa.

• The Covid-19 pandemic is changing China’s playbook in Africa – How will China respond to “debt-trap diplomacy” 
allegations in the middle of a pandemic.

• Zambia has become the poster child for the good, bad, and ugly of the China-Africa story – Zambia is best place to 
understand the relationship between Africa and its largest trading partner. 

• A fresh crop of China’s most promising tech companies are looking to set up shop in Africa in 2020 – Move over 
Silicon Valley. Learn about Beijing’s plans to dominate the African tech landscape. 

• Why Chinese are travelling to Africa and Africans are travelling to China – Direct airlines between China and Africa 
have increased over 600% in the past decade.

• How Shenzhen is fueling Ethiopia’s burgeoning startup scene – Shenzhen companies look to Africa for new 
consumer markets, and African entrepreneurs are turning to Shenzhen for manufacturing partners to turn their ideas 
into reality.

You’ll also enjoy our member exclusive field guide, China’s Africa Project. 
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Have questions about this presentation, or suggestions for us? 
Send us a note at members@qz.com.

https://qz.com/re/china-in-africa/
https://qz.com/africa/1863353/how-is-covid-19-changing-china-africa-economic-relations/
https://qz.com/africa/1870218/how-zambia-became-china-africas-ground-zero-of-debt-racism/
https://qz.com/africa/1784293/young-chinese-tech-biotech-startups-look-to-open-in-africa/
https://qz.com/africa/1680094/why-chinese-are-traveling-to-africa-and-why-africans-are-traveling-to-china/
https://qz.com/1644536/how-shenzhen-is-fueling-ethiopias-burgeoning-startup-scene-2/
https://qz.com/guide/chinas-africa-project/
http://qz.com

